
JOURNAL OF THECHUNGCHEONG MATHEMATICAL SOCIETYVolume 24, No. 2, June 2011CLASSIFICATION OF EQUIVARIANT VECTORBUNDLES OVER REAL PROJECTIVE PLANEMin Kyu Kim*Abstrat. We lassify equivariant topologial omplex vetor bun-dles over real projetive plane under a ompat Lie group (not ne-essarily e�etive) ation. It is shown that nonequivariant Chernlasses and isotropy representations at (at most) three points aresuÆient to lassify equivariant vetor bundles over real projetiveplane exept one ase. To do it, we relate the problem to lassi�a-tion on two-sphere through the overing map beause equivariantvetor bundles over two-sphere have been already lassi�ed.1. IntrodutionIn the previous paper [4℄, we have lassi�ed equivariant topologialomplex vetor bundles over S2: In this paper, we lassify equivarianttopologial omplex vetor bundles over real projetive plane. This ex-plains for one of two exeptional ases of [4℄.We will onsider only projetive linear ations on real projetiveplane. We explain for this. Real projetive plane RP2 is de�ned asR3 n (0; 0; 0). � where the equivalene relation � is given by(x; y; z) � (�x; �y; �z)for nonzero real number �; and leto : S2 ! RP2be the usual overing map. The projetive linear group PGL(3;R) is de-�ned as the quotient group GL(3;R).Z�GL(3;R)� where Z�GL(3;R)�



320 Min Kyu Kimis the enter of GL(3;R); and letoGL(3;R) : GL(3;R) ! PGL(3;R)be the qutient map. Let PGL(3;R) at usually on RP2 : For a ompatLie group G; a topologial G-ation on RP2 is alled projetive linear ifthe ation is given by a ontinuous homomorphism � : G! PGL(3;R):Sine PO(3;R) = oGL(3;R)�O(3)� is a maximal ompat subgroup ofPGL(3;R); we heneforward may assume(1.1) �(G) � PO(3;R):In Setion 2, we show that a topologial ation on RP2 by a ompatLie group is onjugate to a projetive linear ation.To state main results, we need introdue some terminologies andnotations. Let a ompat Lie group G at projetive linearly (not nees-sarily e�etively) on RP2 through a homomorphism � : G! PGL(3;R)to satisfy (1.1). Let VetG(RP2) be the set of isomorphism lasses oftopologial omplex G-vetor bundles over RP2 : For a bundle E inVetG(RP2) and a point x in RP2; denote by Ex the isotropy Gx-representation on the �ber at x: Put H = ker �; i.e. the kernel of theG-ation on RP2 : Let Irr(H) be the set of haraters of irreduibleomplex H-representations whih has a G-ation de�ned as(g � �)(h) = �(g�1hg)for � 2 Irr(H); g 2 G; h 2 H: For � 2 Irr(H); an H-representation isalled �-isotypial if its harater is a multiple of �: We slightly general-ize this onept. For � 2 Irr(H) and a ompat Lie group K satisfyingH CK < G and K � � = �; a K-representation W is alled �-isotypialif resKH W is �-isotypial, and we denote by VetK(RP2; �) the setn [E℄ 2 VetK(RP2) �� Ex is �-isotypial for eah x 2 S2 owhere RP2 delivers the restrited K-ation. As in [4℄, our lassi�ationis redued to VetG�(RP2; �) for eah � 2 Irr(H): Details are found in[2, Setion 2℄.The lassi�ation of VetG�(RP2; �) is highly dependent on the G�-ation on the base spae RP2 : So, we would list all possible ations onRP2 up to onjugay in terms of overing ation, and then assign anequivariant simpliial (or CW) omplex struture on RP2 to eah ationwhen �(G�) is �nite. For these, we �rst introdue some polyhedra inR3 : Let Pm for m � 3 be the regular m-gon on xy-plane in R3 whoseenter is the origin and one of whose verties is (1; 0; 0): And,



Equivariant vetor bundles over real projetive plane 3211. jKmj is de�ned as the boundary of the onvex hull of Pm; S =(0; 0;�1); N = (0; 0; 1);2. jKTj is de�ned as the regular tetrahedron whih is the boundary ofthe onvex hull of four points (1



322 Min Kyu KimLet O(3) and their subgroups at usually on R3 : Then, the underlyingspae jK̂R̂j of K̂R̂ is invariant under the R̂-ation on R3 so that jK̂R̂jinherits the R̂-ation from whih K̂R̂ also arries the indued R̂-ation.And, K̂R̂ and jK̂R̂j deliver the (G��Z)-ation through �̂: These ationsindue R- and G�-ations on jK̂R̂j=Z: Then, (G� �Z)- and G�- ationson jK̂R̂j and jK̂R̂j=Z are equal to (G� � Z)- and G�- ations on S2 andRP2 when we regard jK̂R̂j and jK̂R̂j=Z as S2 and RP2; respetively.And, we regard o as the orbit map from jK̂R̂j to jK̂R̂j=Z: We an givea natural equivariant simpliial (or CW) omplex struture on jK̂R̂j=Zso that o is an equivariant ellular map. Sometimes, we onsider therestrited G�-ation on S2 and jK̂R̂j:Table 1.1. K̂R̂; D̂R̂; d̂�1 for eah �R�R
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(b) KOFigure 1.1. K4 and KOFor i 2 Z3; denote by ei be the edge onneting vi and vi+1; and by f i thefae whih is adjaent to f�1 and ontains the edge ei: We distinguishthe supersripts �1 and 2 only for f i; i.e. f�1 6= f2 in ontrast tov�1 = v2; e�1 = e2: Here, we de�ne one more simpliial omplex denotedby KO whih is the same simpliial omplex with K4 but has the sameonvention of notations vi; ei; f�1; f i with KT; KI: Also, put jKOj = jK4j:These notations are illustrated in Figure 1.1.(b). With these notations,we explain for D̂R̂-entry of Table 1.1. To eah �nite �R; we assign apath D̂R̂ (alled the (losed) one-dimensional fundamental domain) injK̂R̂j whih is listed in the third olumn of Table 1.1 where b(�) is thebaryenter of � for any simplex � and [x; y℄ is the shortest path inthe underlying spae jKj for any simpliial omplex K and two pointsx; y in jKj: And, let d̂0 and d̂1 be boundary points of D̂R̂ suh that d̂0is nearer to v0 than d̂1: For eah �nite �R; we de�ne one more pointd̂�1 2 jK̂R̂j whih is listed in the fourth olumn in Table 1.1. If �R isone-dimensional, then denote by D̂R̂ the one point set fv0 = (1; 0; 0)g;and let d̂�1; d̂0; d̂1 be equal to S; v0; v0; respetively. Similarly, if �Ris three-dimensional, then denote by D̂R̂ the one point set fSg; and letd̂�1; d̂0; d̂1 be all equal to S: So far, we have de�ned d̂�1; d̂0; d̂1 foreah �R: Put di = o(d̂i) for i 2 I+ where I = f0; 1g and I+ = f�1; 0; 1g:Then, d�1; d0; d1 are wanted points of RP2 aording to �R; and we will



324 Min Kyu Kimonsider the restrition Ejfd�1; d0; d1g for eah E in VetG�(RP2; �): Wede�ne the semigroup whih will be shown to be equal to the set of allthe restritions. If �R is �nite, let C(d̂i) be the shortest path in jK̂R̂jonneting d̂�1 with d̂i for i 2 I: Otherwise, let C(d̂i) be the shortestpath in S2 onneting d̂�1 with d̂i for i 2 I: And, denote imageso(D̂R̂); o�C(d̂0)�; o�C(d̂1)�by DR; C(d0); C(d1);respetively.Definition 1.1. For � 2 Irr(H); assume that �(G�) = R for some�R of Table 1.1. Let AG�(RP2; �) be the semigroup of all th triples(Wd�1 ;Wd0 ;Wd1) in Rep�(G�)d�1� � Rep�(G�)d0� � Rep�(G�)d1�satisfyingi) Wd�1 is �-isotypial,ii) res(G�)d�1(G�)C(di) Wd�1 �= res(G�)di(G�)C(di) Wdi for i 2 I;iii) res(G�)d0(G�)DR Wd0 �= res(G�)d1(G�)DR Wd1 ;iv) Wd1 �= gWd0 if there exists g 2 G� suh that gd0 = d1where (G�)T is the subgroup ofG� �xing all points of a subset T � RP2 :And, let p0vet : VetG�(RP2; �) ! AG�(RP2; �) be the map de�ned asE 7! (Ed�1 ; Ed0 ; Ed1):Remark 1.2. It might seem that AG�(RP2; �) is de�ned in a di�er-ent way with AG�(S2; �) of [4℄. But, these two de�nitions are de�ned inthe exatly same way by [4, Lemma 3.10.℄.Well-de�nedness of p0vet is proved in Proposition 2.4. For notationalsimpliity, denote a triple (Wd�1 ;Wd0 ;Wd1) by (Wdi)i2I+ : Now, we anstate main results. Let 1 : VetG�(RP2; �) ! H2(RP2) be the mapde�ned as [E℄ 7! 1(E):Theorem A. Assume that �(G�) is equal to R for some �R of Table1.1 exept Zn with odd n: Then, p0vet is an isomorphism.Theorem B. Assume that �(G�) = R for �R = Zn with odd n:Then, the preimage p0�1vet(W) has exatly two elements for eah W inAG�(RP2; �): And, [E � E1℄ 6= [E � E2℄ for any bundles E; E1; E2in VetG�(RP2; �) suh that p0vet([E1℄) = p0vet([E2℄) and [E1℄ 6= [E2℄:Also, the following hold:



Equivariant vetor bundles over real projetive plane 3251. if �(id) is even, then Chern lasses of two elements of p0�1vet(W) arethe same,2. if �(id) is odd, then Chern lasses of two elements of p0�1vet(W) aredi�erent.Corollary 1.3. Assume that �(G�) = R for �R = Zn with odd n:Then, we have VetG�(RP2; �) �= VetR(RP2)as semigroups, and VetR(RP2) is generated by line bundles. Also,AR(RP2; id) is generated by all the elements with one-dimensional en-tries where we simply denote by id the trivial harater of the trivialgroup. The number of suh elements in AR(RP2; id) is equal to n:This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we list all losedsubgroups of PGL(3;R) up to onjugay, and show that a topologialation onRP2 by a ompat Lie group is onjugate to a projetive linearation. Also, we show that p0vet is well-de�ned. In Setion 3, we proveTheorem A through overing ation. In Setion 4, we prove Theorem Band Corollary 1.3 through equivariant luthing onstrution.2. Compat subgroups of PGL(3;R)In this setion, we list all ompat subgroups of PGL(3;R) up toonjugay, and show that a topologial ation on RP2 by a ompat Liegroup is onjugate to a projetive linear ation. Also, we show that p0vetis well-de�ned.First, we de�ne overing ation of the G�-ation on RP2 : We allG��Z and its ation on S2 through �̂ the overing group of G� and theovering ation of the G�-ation on RP2; respetively. Here, we notethat two kernels of the (G� � Z)-ation on S2 and the G�-ation onRP2 are equal beause { is injetive. By using overing ation, we listall losed subgroups of PGL(3;R) up to onjugay.Proposition 2.1. Eah ompat subgroup of PGL(3;R) is onjugateto one of R for some �R-entry in Table 1.1.Proof. Let K be an arbitrary ompat subgroup of PGL(3;R); andlet � : K ! PGL(3;R) be the inlusion. We may assume that K �PO(3;R) by (1.1). Sine the odomain of �� is equal to SO(3); the imageof �� is onjugate to one ofZn; Dn; T; O; I; SO(2); O(2); SO(3):



326 Min Kyu KimThis shows that the image of � is onjugate to one of R for some �R-entryin Table 1.1 beause { is injetive. So, we obtain a proof.



Equivariant vetor bundles over real projetive plane 3273. Relation between equivariant vetor bundles over RP2and S2:In this setion, we investigate the relation between VetG�(RP2; �)and VetG��Z(S2; �); and the relation between semigroupsAG�(RP2; �)and AG��Z(S2; �): By these, we an prove Theorem A.The �rst relation is easy. Pullbak through the overing map givesthe semigroup homomorphism(3.1) O : VetG�(RP2) �! VetG��Z(S2); E 7�! o�E:This is an isomorphism beause the Z-ation on S2 is free and RP2 �=S2=Z; see [7, p. 132℄. Sine equivariant vetor bundles over S2 havebeen lassi�ed in [4℄, we an lassify equivariant vetor bundles overRP2 by using this isomorphism. This is the reason why K̂R̂ of Table 1.1is de�ned as the simpliial omplex KR̂ of [4, Table 1.1℄. In [4, Setion3℄, it is shown that the (G� � Z)-ation on R3 through �̂ preserves K̂R̂and its underlying spae jK̂R̂j: Also, it is shown that the (G��Z)-orbitof D̂R̂ overs the underlying spae jK̂(1)R̂ j of the 1-skeleton K̂(1)R̂ ; and thatD̂R̂ is a minimal path satisfying suh a property.Next, we show that AG�(RP2; �) is isomorphi to AG��Z(S2; �): Forthis, we state an easy lemma on isotropy subgroups of G� and G� � Z:For any x̂ 2 S2 and x = o(x̂); letp1 : G� � Z ! G� and p1;x̂ : (G� � Z)x̂ ! (G�)xbe the projetion to the �rst omponents. And, let p�1;x̂ : R�(G�)x� !R�(G� � Z)x̂� be the isomorphism sending a (G�)x-representation Wto W itself regarded as a (G� � Z)x̂-representation through p1;x̂:Lemma 3.1. For any points x̂; ŷ in S2 and their images x = o(x̂);y = o(ŷ) in RP2; the following hold1. p1�(G� � Z)x̂� = (G�)x and p1���(G��Z)x̂ is injetive,2. p1�(G� � Z)C(d̂i)� = (G�)C(di) and p1���(G��Z)C(d̂i) is injetive fori 2 I;3. p1�(G� � Z)D̂R̂� = (G�)DR and p1���(G��Z)D̂R̂ is injetive,4. p�1;x̂(Ex) �= (o�E)x̂ as (G� � Z)x̂-representations for eah E in theset VetG�(RP2; �):



328 Min Kyu KimProof. (1) It is easy that p1�(G��Z)x̂� � (G�)x: For eah g 2 (G�)x;one of (g; id) and (g; g0) �xes x̂ beause g � x̂ = �x̂: So, p1�(G� �Z)x̂� = (G�)x is obtained. Now, we prove injetivity of p1���(G��Z)x̂ : Pikarbitrary two elements (g; gj0) and (g0; gj00 ) of (G� � Z)x̂ for j; j0 2 Z2:If p1�g; gj0� = p1�g0; gj00 �; i.e. g = g0; then j should be equal to j0: Thisshows injetivity.(2) and (3) are obtained by applying (1) to eah point x̂ in C(d̂i) andD̂R̂:(4) is easy by de�nition of pullbak.



Equivariant vetor bundles over real projetive plane 3294. Proof of Theorem BIn this setion, we deal with the ase of �R = Zn with odd n: In thisase, we an hek thatRd�1 �= Zn and Rd0 = Rd1 = hidi:Pik an arbitrary W = (Wdi)i2I+ in AG�(RP2; �): By [4, TheoremB℄, the map pvet of diagram (3.2) is surjetive and p�1vet�P1(W)� on-sists of two elements. Also sine O and P1 are isomorphi by (3.1) andProposition 3.2, the diagram (3.2) shows that p0vet is surjetive andp0�1vet�W� onsists of two elements. To prove Theorem B, we shouldalulate Chern lasses of these two. Pik an element g1 of G� satisfy-ing ��(g1) = an: To alulate Chern lasses, we would desribe bundles inp0�1vet�W� as equivariant luthing onstrution. For this, we �rst expressRP2 �= jK̂R̂j=Z as the quotient of more simple equivariant simpliialomplex. To use results of [4℄, we do similar things for p�1vet�P1(W)�and S2 �= jK̂R̂j:
�vN0 �vN1 �vN2�vN3�vN4�vN5 �eN0 �eN1�eN2�eN3�eN4�eN5

N �KN2n
�vS4 �vS3 �vS2�vS1�vS0�vS5 �eS3 �eS2�eS1�eS0�eS5�eS4

S �KS2n
� vN3vN4 eN2eN3eN4

N
vS2vS1vS0vS5 eS1eS0eS5

S K2n
Figure 4.1. � : �K2n ! K2n when n = 3



330 Min Kyu KimIn Table 1.1, K̂R̂ = K2n: Denote by KS2n the lower simpliial subom-plex of K2n suh thatjKS2nj = jK2nj \ n (x; y; z) 2 R3 �� z � 0 o;and by KN2n the upper part. Denote by B the set fS;Ng; and by �K2n thedisjoint unionqq2B Kq2n: Denote Kq2n � �K2n by �Kq2n: The (G��Z)-ationand its restrited G�-ation on K2n indue (G� � Z)- and G�-ationson �K2n and j �K2nj where the G�-ation on �K2n preserves �Kq2n: Then, K2nan be regarded as a quotient of �K2n: This is expressed by the simpliialmap � : �K2n ! K2n suh that �jKq2n is the identity to Kq2n for q 2 B:Denote by j�j : j �K2nj ! jK2nj the underlying spae map of �: Easily, �and j�j are (G� �Z)-maps. Here, we introdue the following notations:�P q2n = j �Kq2nj \ j�j�1(P2n);�P2n = �P S2n [ �PN2n;�viq = �Kq2n \ ��1(vi);�eiq = �Kq2n \ ��1(ei)for q 2 B and i 2 I: Also, let  : �P2n ! �P2n be the map satisfying(�x) 6= �x and j�j(�x) = j�j((�x)) for eah �x 2 �P2n: It is easy that  is(G��Z)-equivariant. In this time, we do the similar thing for jK2nj=Z:(4.1) j �K2nj �o //



Equivariant vetor bundles over real projetive plane 331both (G�)S and (G�)d�1 are equal to G�: Then, we an show that(4.2) F �= j�0j�E0 for eah E0 2 p0�1vet(W)beause �j�0j�E0�S �= E0d�1 �= Wd�1 and jKRj is equivariant homo-topially equivalent to the one point set fSg � jKRj: Let � : �P S2n !Iso(Wd�1) be an arbitrary ontinuous map whih is alled a preluth-ing map with respet to F where Iso means the set of nonequivariantisomorphisms. We try to glue F along �P S2n�P S2n �Wd�1 �! �P S2n �Wd�1 ; (�x; u) 7! �g0(�x);�(�x)u�for �x 2 �P S2n and u 2 Wd�1 via a preluthing map �: This gluing givesan equivariant vetor bundle in p0�1vet(W) if and only if the following twoonditions hold:E10. ��g0(�x)� = �(�x)�1 for eah �x 2 �P S2n;E20. �(g�x) = g�(�x)g�1 for eah g 2 G� and �x 2 �P S2n:A preluthing map satisfying these two onditions is alled an equivari-ant luthing map with respet to F: By (4.2), two elements of p0�1vet(W)an be onstruted in this way. We do the similar thing for equivariantvetor bundle over jK2nj: Let �F be the (G��Z)-bundle �o�F over j �K2nj:Easily, �F is equal to the equivariantly trivial bundle j �K2nj � p�1Wd�1 :The (G� � Z)-ation on it is expressed byg � (�x; u) = (g�x; gu);g0 � (�x; u) = (g0�x; u)for g 2 G�; �x 2 jK2nj; u 2 p�1Wd�1 : And, we an show that(4.3) �F �= j�j�E for eah E 2 p�1vet�P1(W)�beause j �K2nj is equivariant homotopially equivalent to the set B �j �K2nj: Let �� : �P2n ! Iso(p�1Wd�1) be an arbitrary ontinuous map. Weall it a preluthing map with respet to �F : We try to glue �F along �P2n�P2n � p�1Wd�1 �! �P2n � p�1Wd�1 ; (�x; u) 7! ((�x); ��(�x)u)for �x 2 �P2n and u 2 p�1Wd�1 via a preluthing map ��: This gluing givesan equivariant vetor bundle in p�1vet�P1(W)� if and only if the followingtwo onditions hold:E1. ��((�x)) = ��(�x)�1 for eah �x 2 �P2n;E2. ��(�g�x) = �g��(�x)�g�1 for eah �g 2 G� � Z and �x 2 �P2n:



332 Min Kyu KimA preluthing map satisfying these two onditions is alled an equivari-ant luthing map with respet to �F : Note that equivariant luthingmaps ��; � with respet to �F ; F are atually IsoH(p�1Wd�1); IsoH(Wd�1)-valued by equivariane, respetively. Here, IsoH(�) is the subgroup ofH-equivariant elements in Iso(�): Also sineresG��ZH p�1Wd�1 = resG�H Wd�1 ;we have IsoH(p�1Wd�1) = IsoH(Wd�1): Details on equivariant luthingonstrution an be found in [4, Setion 4℄.Let 
 �F and 
F be sets of equivariant luthing maps with respet to�F and F; respetively. To use results of [4℄, we need relate 
F to 
 �F :Consider the mapq
 : 
 �F ! 
F ; �� 7�! �(�x) = g0 ��(�x)for �x 2 �P S2n: Then, we have the following:Lemma 4.1. q
 is a well-de�ned one-to-one orrespondene.Proof. First, we show that q
(��) for eah �� is atually ontained in
F : Put � = q
(��): For this, we show that � satis�es Condition E10:;E20: Condition E10: is proved as follows:��g0(�x)� = g0 ���g0(�x)�= ���(�x)�g�10= ��(�x)�1g�10= �g�10 �(�x)��1g�10= �(�x)�1for �x 2 �P S2n: And, Condition E20: is proved as follows:��g�x� = g0 ���g�x�= g0g����x�g�1= gg0 ����x�g�1= g���x�g�1for eah g 2 G� and �x 2 �P S2n: So, q
(��) is ontained in 
F :Seond, we onstrut the inverse of q
 to show bijetivity of it. Con-sider the mapq�1
 : 
F �! 
 �F ; � 7! ��(�x) = ( g�10 �(�x) for �x 2 �P S2n;�g�10 ��(�x)���1 for �x 2 �PN2n:



Equivariant vetor bundles over real projetive plane 333We show that �� = q�1
 (�) for eah � is atually ontained in 
 �F : Forthis, we show that � satis�es Condition E1., E2. Condition E1. isproved by de�nition of ��: We prove Condition E2. only when �x 2 �P S2nand �g = gg0 for some g 2 G� as follows:��(�g�x) = ��(gg0�x) = �g�10 ��(gg0�x)���1= ��(gg0�x)��1g0= ��g0(g�x)��1g0= ��g�x�g0= g���x�g�1g0= gg0g�10 ���x�g�1g0= gg0 ����x�g�10 g�1= �g����x��g�1where we use equivariane of : Proof of Condition E2. for other �x's and�g's is proved similarly. Sine q
 and q�1
 are inverses of eah other, weobtain a proof.



334 Min Kyu KimSine ��0�� �PS2n(t) = � _ (�tr)�1 (t) for t 2 [0; 2℄ and ��0 is equivariant, wealso have ��0�� �PS2n(t) = gi1� � _ (�tr)�1 (t� 2i)�g�i1for an integer 0 � i � n � 1 and t 2 [2i; 2i + 2℄ where ��(g1) = an:Put � = q
(��) and �0 = q
(��0): By Lemma 4.1, they are equivariantluthing maps with respet to F: Denote by E and E0 the equivariantvetor bundles determined by � and �0; respetively. It is easy that theE is equivariantly trivial. Sine �0 is equivariant, it is determined byits values on the half [0; n℄ of �P S2n: Observe that �0 on [1; n℄[ [n+1; 2n℄does not ontribute to 1(E0) beause n is odd and the pair gi1�g�i1 andgi01 (�tr)�1g�i01 for 0 � i; i0 � n � 1 anel eah other in the fundamen-tal group �1� IsoH(Wd�1); id�: In other words, E0 is nonequivariantlyisomorphi to the nonequivariant vetor bundle E00 determined by thepreluthing map �00 with respet to F de�ned by�00(t) = id for t 2 [1; n℄ [ [n+ 1; 2n℄;�00(t) = �(t) for t 2 [0; 1℄;�00(t) = �(t� n)�1 for t 2 [n; n+ 1℄:Then, we an show that1(E00) � �(id) mod 2in H2�RP2;Z� by [4, Lemma 7.1℄ beause [�℄ is a generator of thefundamental group �1� IsoH(Wd�1); id�: Therefore, we obtain a proof.



Equivariant vetor bundles over real projetive plane 335entries is equal to n beauseRd�1 �= Zn andRd0 = Rd0 = hidi: Therefore,we obtain a proof.


